Fire the Mortal Clay
Seventh am I. Strong in the flesh must a mortal be to bear the power that comes.

Fire 0

Water 10

Blood 2

Earth 10

Air 5

Drachma 30

This Mystery must be cast with the use of a PARAMOUNT FOCUS and must be targeted on a character who is in physical
contact with the focus. The body of the character has been fortified and strengthened in such a way that their flesh can bear
divine strength. This allows a mother to bear a divine child without injury, or for a mortal to bear the essence of a god within
them.
The target of the Mystery will gain a base of +8 additional body hits.
All physical CURSES diseases and injuries are healed and negated through the use of this Mystery.
Unless a Key and Lock mystery are used, the resistance effect will last only until the next dusk or dawn, whichever is sooner.
This Mystery can be enhanced by using a KEY PARAMOUNT MYSTERY. The element of the Key Mystery used will dictate the
nature of the modification, and will align the humours of the target to the requisite element.
To be made permanent this Mystery must be used in conjunction with a KEY and a LOCK. Different combinations of KEY and
LOCK mystery will have differing modifications on the effects of this Mystery.
This Greater Mystery may only be cast once at the Thirteenth Annual unless otherwise specified, and may only be cast under the Sign of
Taurus
This sheet represets the information available through the use of the Lesser Mystery "Wisdom of
the Seer" on a Greater Mystery focus. This information is valid only for the Thirteenth Annual.
This is an OOC document, but represents IC knowledge your character has gained of the purpose
of the Greater Mystery and the ritual and ceremony necessary for the casting of it.
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